MEAT AND POTATO MAN
PHASE 3 TWO STEP       Speed 47       April 2011
Alan Jackson CD When Somebody Loves You, also on Wal Mart download
Don and Sheila Swartz shefree2@pyramid.net  775-883-2937
Footwork opposite throughout
INTRO – A – B – C – D – ENDING

INTRO
1-2 1 Beat + 2 Measure Wait in CP/WALL

A CP/WALL
1-6 Box;; ½ Box/Lady Under in 3 (LOP) Locking Elbows;
Back Up Wheel 6;; Back Up Wheel 3 More to CP Wall;
Sd Close Forward, Sd close Back;; Sd Close Forward/Lady Twirl Under in 3, his left elbow, her right elbow
touch, back up wheel 6- right, left, right, left, right, left, right, left, right

B CP/WALL
1-4 Strolling Vine End OP LOD;;;
Sd L-, Cls R, Sd & Fwd L Tm RF ½ to COH-;; Sd R, Cls L, Sd & Fwd R, cont turn to OP LOD
5-8 2 Fwd Two Steps;; Double Hitch end CP/WALL;;
tm to fac partner;
9-12 Strolling Vine End OP LOD;;
Repeat B 1-4
13-16 2 Fwd Two Steps;; Double Hitch end OP/LOD;;
Repeat B 5-8 but end OP/LOD

C 1-4 Full Lace Up End OP LOD;;;
5-6 Slow Rk Side, Recvr, Cross Side Cross;;
Rock L Recvr on R, L Cross Over R, L, R, with a two step
7-8 Slow Rk Side, Recvr, Cross Side Cross to BFLY;;
Rock R Recvr on L, R Cross Over L, R, L, with a two step
9-12 Vine 3 Tch: Wrap; Unwrap; Change Sides to BFLY;
Vine down line L,R, L, Step in Place-R, L, R as the lady wraps Trning LF; Unwind the Lady-Man Steps in
Place L, R, L, Lady Unwinds from man Trng R to Fac Dn Line; both Chg Sides L, R, L to Fac in BFLY COH;
13-16 Vine 3 Tch Rev Line; Wrap; Unwrap; Changes Sides to PU LOD;
Vine to Rev line, repeat C 9-12 but PU to LOD on last step
1-6  Two Fwd Two Steps end in BJO-Check;;-, Whaetail;;;;
1-4 Repeat B 5-6 last step go to BJO 5-6 Beh, Sd,Fwd Lock, Fwd Cls, Back Cls Turning slightly twd COH and then turn slightly to Diag Wall on last two steps

7-8  Hitch; Hitch Sciss to end FAC LOD;
Both Hitch-Fwd L Cls Rt, Step Back on L; Man Hitch Back RT Back Cls Left, Fwd R as Lady Scissors Back Left, Cls RT, SD Thru with RT while pivoting on Left

9-12  2 Fwd Two Steps end Fac Partner;;
Repeat B 5-6

13-16 Strolling Vine end in OP LOD;;;;
Repeat B 9-12

17-20  2 Fwd Two Steps;; Double Hitch end OP LOD;;
Repeat B 13-16

21-23  Circle Away 2 Two Steps;; Strut Tog 4 to CL WALL;
Turn L Fac COH and Fwd L, R, L, and R, L, R turn L to fac Ptnr and Fwd to Wall L, R, L, R;;

24-28  Broken Box;;; Open Vine 4 to SCP;

ENDING

1-5  2 Fwd Two Steps to Fac;;
Repeat B 5-6 Fac on last step

Apt Pt, Tog Kiss;
Apt L, Hold Trailing Hands,Rock Fwd R and Kiss Partner-come on you can do it, I know you can